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SEMI-INCLUSIVE VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION IN DIS
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De Boelelaan 1081, NL-1081 HV Amsterdam, the Netherlands
We analyze one-particle inclusive DIS in the case when a spin-1 hadron (such
as a vector meson) is observed in the final state. We consider only leading order
contributions in 1/Q, but we include transverse momentum of partons. Several new
fragmentation functions appear in cross sections. One of them can be measured in
connection with the transverse-spin distribution function h1.
The spin density matrix of a spin-1 particle 1 can be decomposed on a
Cartesian basis using the spin vector Si and a symmetric traceless rank-two
spin tensor T ij :
ρ =
1
3
(
1+
3
2
SiΣi + 3T ijΣij
)
, (1)
where Σ’s form a suitable basis of 3 × 3 matrices. We parametrize the spin
vector and tensor in the rest-frame of the hadron in the following way:
S = (SxT , S
y
T , SL) , T =
1
2

−
2
3
SLL + S
xx
TT S
xy
TT S
x
LT
SxyTT −
2
3
SLL − S
xx
TT S
y
LT
SxLT S
y
LT
4
3
SLL

 . (2)
The spin tensor of an outgoing vector meson can be extracted from the
angular distribution of the decay products, although it is not possible to extract
any information on the spin vector in an analogous manner. For instance, in
the case of a ρ-meson decaying into π+π−, the decay distribution depends only
on the spin tensor components, being 2
W (θ, ϕ) =
3
8π
{
2
3
−
2
3
SLL(cos
2 θ + cos 2θ)− sin 2θ (SxLT cosϕ+ S
y
LT sinϕ)
− sin2 θ (SxxTT cos 2ϕ+ S
xy
TT sin 2ϕ)
}
, (3)
where ϕ is the azimutal angle between the meson production plane and the
pions decay plane, and θ is the polar angle of one of the two pions in the ρ
rest-frame.
To describe semi-inclusive DIS we need to introduce two soft correlation
functions, describing the quark distribution in the spin-1/2 target and the
hadronization of a quark into the final state spin-1 hadron. In leading order
1
in 1/Q (also referred to as “leading twist” or “twist-2”) we are concerned only
with the quark-quark correlation functions Φ and ∆. The correlation function
Φ has been already widely studied in the literature (see e.g. 3). The function
∆ is defined as (using Dirac indices α and β)
∆αβ(k, Ph, Sh, Th) =
∫
d4ξ
(2π)4
e+ikξ〈0|ψα(ξ)|Ph, Th〉〈Ph, Th|ψ¯β(0)|0〉. (4)
Here, k is the momentum of the quark decaying into an outgoing hadron after
being struck by a virtual photon. The vector Ph is the momentum of the
outgoing hadron, Sh is its spin vector and Th is its spin tensor. In the hadronic
tensor we need the integrated correlation function
∆(z,kT ) =
1
4z
∫
dk+ ∆(k, Ph, Sh, Th)
∣∣∣∣
k−=
P
−
h
z
; kT=
P
h⊥
z
, (5)
which can be decomposed using 18 different fragmentation functions 4. If we
do not observe the perpendicular component of the momentum of the outgoing
hadron, we need to perform a further integration on kT and to deal with the
function
∆(z) =
z
4
∫
d2kT dk
+ ∆(k, Ph, Sh, Th)
∣∣∣∣
k−=
P
−
h
z
. (6)
The parametrization of the correlation function after integration upon kT , as
defined in Eq. (6), is
∆(z) =
1
4
{D1(z) n/− +D1LL(z)ShLL n/− +G1(z)ShL γ5 n/−
+H1(z) iσµνγ5n
µ
−
SνhT +H1LT (z) iσµνγ5n
µ
−
ǫνρT ShLT ρ
}
, (7)
where the fragmentation function H1LT is chiral odd and time-reversal odd.
This function has already been discussed by Ji 5 where it was named hˆ1¯. Since
ρ decay into two pions does not allow to measure the spin vector, it is not
possible to observe the fragmentation functions G1 and H1.
The cross-section of semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering is
dσ(l +H → l′ + h+X)
dxdz dy
=
πα2
Q4
y
2z
Lµν 2MW
µν , (8)
where x, z and y are the usual scaling variables and Lµν is the lepton tensor.
The hadronic tensor Wµν can be written as
2MWµν = 2z Tr [2Φ(x) γµ 2∆(z) γν ] . (9)
2
By substituting the full structure of Φ and ∆ into Eq. (9) and using the
resulting hadronic tensor in Eq. (8), the cross section for an unpolarized target
becomes:
dσU(l + ~H → l
′ +
~~h+X)
dxdz dy
=
4πα2s
Q4
(
1− y −
y2
2
)
x f1(x) [D1(z) + ShLL D1LL(z)] , (10)
while for a transversely polarized target we obtain:
dσT (l + ~H → l
′ +
~~h+X)
dxdz dy
=
4πα2s
Q4
x (1 − y) |ST | |ShLT | sin (φLT + φT ) h1(x) H1LT (z), (11)
where φT and φLT are the azimuthal angles between the scattering plane and,
respectively, the transverse spin of the target and the longitudinal-transverse
spin of the outgoing hadron.
Eq. (11) shows that semi-inclusive DIS with spin-1 outgoing hadrons allows
the measurement of the transverse-spin distribution function h1(x) in connec-
tion with the new fragmentation function H1LT (z). Investigation is required to
evaluate the magnitude of this new function and of |ShLT |. The measurement
requires no perpendicular momenta to be recorded and no azimuthal asymme-
tries to be computed. It is sufficient, for instance, to reverse the spin direction
of a transversely polarized target and calculate the relative single transverse
spin asymmetry.
The complete list of cross sections involving transverse momentum depen-
dent functions is also available 4.
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